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Help the student identify virtues and adopt values by showing links between the subject area and virtues.
The teacher may consider the REBIRTH chart of virtues to help select values that may have links to this subject.
See  examples below:
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Link to Topics

Topic Link between Value and Topic Value
References in Bible, EGW or
Other

Mass
Mass of an object remains the same no matter where
the object is, so should our being Christians remain
the same wherever we may be.

Faithfulness Revelation 2:10

Matter
All things are matter but they come in different
forms.  We are all children of God although we may
come from different families, culture, race, etc.

Acceptance Romans 2:1

Elasticity

Elasticity is the ability of a material to return to its
original shape and size after it is stretched, so
should a Christian have the ability to remain a
Christian after it's faith is stretched and tested.

Faithfulness Hebrews 11

Flexibility
Flexible materials can be bent or rolled without
easily breaking up, so should we not easily break up
when trials try to bend us.

Faithfulness Psalm 16:8

Malleability
Metals that can be formed into desired shape are
malleable.  As Christians, we should allow God to
from us into the desired shape He wants us to be

Nature of man Romans 12:1, 2

Hardness
It is difficult to break or cut through hard materials
with bare hands, so should we be hard enough so
disappointments, failures can't cut through us.

Remnant Revelation 14:1

Brittleness

Some materials are hard but they can easily be
broken.  Some Christians may appear hard and
strong in their faith but when trials come, they are
easily broken.

Remnant Revelation 13:16

Atoms
The word atom means uncut or cannot be divided.
Our church/family should be like the atom cannot
be cut/divided, always united.

Church Unity Ephesians 4:14-16

Elements
An element is a pure substance made of only one
kind of atom, so should our characters be pure
founded only on the character of Jesus.

Purity 1 Timothy 4:12

Elements

No two elements have exactly the same set of
properties so are there no two persons exactly alike.
God made each of us unique with our own
individuality.

Self-worth Isaiah 46:3


